PROGRAM
This program is likely to be modified in particular concerning the schedules
It will be updated, regularly, on our Website: www.retroalpine.com

FRIDAY, September 11 th
3pm to 7pm
7pm
8pm

- Reception of the participants on the sea front of Dieppe (close to the podium)
- Handing-over of the files (1)
- Setting of the vehicles under “Parc fermé” (kept during the night)
- Dinner (Cold buffet) in Saint Nicolas d'Aliermont.
In the company of pilots in charge and also senior pilots,
As well as Alpine representatives (factory & development)

SATURDAY, September 12 th
7 am to 9 am

- Reception of crews around a coffee.
Handing-over of the files (1) for the crews arriving on Saturday morning.
Foot-note : a permanent reception will be maintained up to 11 a.m. for “statics”.
in case of later arrival : Please address to the point of AAA sales.

8 am to 9 am

- Departure of the vehicles registered on the tourist rallies

About 4:30 pm

- Return of the rallies to the sea front of Dieppe.

5 pm to 7pm
7:30 pm to 8 pm.
8:30 PM

- Setting of the vehicles under “parc fermé” (assured guarding during the night)
- Shuttle Service to Saint Nicolas d' Aliermont (for the SAGA evening)
- Evening '' SAGA '' in Saint Nicolas d' Aliermont with musical animation &
Alpine sequences (its legend and its revival)

SUNDAY September13 th
10:30am

- Departure for a parade (optional) around Dieppe.
Sheaf deposit at the memorial

“Jean Rédélé”.

(opened to all, including statics)

~~~~~~~~~~
During all the weekend on the sea front

* Participation of many pilots and personalities who wrote (or write) the Alpine history.
* Show room of historical vehicles dedicated to Alpine’s history. (With a wink to its future)
* Stand AAA with commemorative objects, like various works
On this occasion, our association will publish a new book as well as a booklet
Possibility of dedications (pilots, and personalities, Alpine seniors.)

* Photo exposition in the show room
* Stands of exhibitors and accessories suppliers of Alpine and Renault Sport.
* DRAC (demonstration and initiation of 2 wheels car driving) and driving simulators
* (1) Composition of the file given to each committed crew:
A commemorative plate of the event
The poster of the event
The tickets meal according to the type of engagement
A road-book for each '' formula rally crew engagement ''

